Optical-thermal models that can accurately predict temperature rise and damage in blood vessels and surrounding tissue may be used to improve the treatment of vascular disorders. Verification of these models has been hampered by the lack of time-and depth-resolved experimental data. In this preliminary study, an optical coherence tomography system operating at 4-30 frames per second was used to visualize laser irradiation of cutaneous (hamster dorsal skin flap) blood vessels. An argon laser was utilized with the following parameters: pulse duration 0.1-2.0 s, spot size 0.1-1.0 mm, power 100-400 mW. Video microscopy images were obtained before and after irradiations, and opticalthermal modelling was performed on two irradiation cases. Time-resolved optical coherence tomography and still images were compared with predictions of temperature rise and damage using Monte Carlo and finite difference techniques. In general, predicted damage agreed with the actual blood vessel and surrounding tissue coagulation seen in images. However, limitations of current optical-thermal models were identified, such as the inability to model the dynamic changes in blood vessel diameter that were seen in the optical coherence tomography images.
Introduction
Laser irradiation is the modality of choice for the treatment of vascular disorders, including port wine stains (PWS), telangiectasias and superficial spider veins , Carruth 1985 , Adrian and Tanghetti 1998 , Morelli et al 1986 , Tan et al 1990 . However, treatment results are often incomplete. Modelling of laser-tissue interaction has helped guide the development of improved vascular treatment lasers, for instance predicting that a 577 nm, millisecond pulse duration laser should be optimum for the treatment of PWS (Anderson and Parrish 1981) . One limitation in the development of optical-thermal models has been the lack of time-and depth-resolved experimental data for verification of predictions. Tissue biopsies provide important histological information yet do not elucidate transient effects. Video imaging can provide transient information, but only of a surface, or in the case of semitransparent media, a two-dimensional projection of three-dimensional phenomena. Thermal imaging enables determination of transient temperature profiles at a tissue surface, but information about subsurface events is difficult to extract from such data. These modalities are sufficient for estimating changes in blood vessel diameter in transparent preparations such as the chick chorioallantoic membrane and mesentary, but are less useful in more turbid preparations such as the dorsal skin flap window. Also, they cannot provide complete visualization of the distribution of damage to tissue surrounding the blood vessels.
Non-invasive imaging modalities such as confocal microscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) have the ability to obtain multiple depth-resolved images of tissue structure during and after laser irradiation. Confocal microscopy has been investigated in this capacity . Due to the limited depth of imaging of this modality, however, only small (10-60 µm diameter) blood vessels of the hamster skin flap model could be visualized. OCT has a depth of imaging several times that of confocal microscopy, and so is ideally suited for imaging larger, deeper arterioles and venules. In previous investigations, OCT has been used to investigate ex vivo (Pfefer et al 2000) and in vivo (Barton et al 1998 , Wong et al 2001 effects of irradiation on tissue structure, blood flow and blood coagulation. However, OCT systems used in these previous studies required approximately 20 s to obtain an image, so were not suitable for viewing events on the same time scale as the laser pulse. Rather, the previous studies focused on studying coagulation endpoints and long-term healing events.
Recent improvements have led to OCT systems that can operate at acquisition speeds up to video rate (Rollins et al 1998) . These systems offer the opportunity to acquire a series of images during and immediately after laser irradiation. This series can then be compared with predictions from optical-thermal modelling. Three-dimensional models have recently been developed that are suitable for predicting energy deposition rate, temperature rise and thermal damage in realistic tissue geometries (Pfefer et al 1996 . These models employ standard optical-thermal modelling approaches, specifically, Monte Carlo modelling of light propagation (Jacques and Wang 1995) , finite difference solution of the Fourier heat conduction equation (Incropera and DeWitt 1996) , and the Arrhenius equation for thermal damage (Moritz and Henriques 1947) . The purpose of this preliminary study was to determine the potential of OCT to visualize relatively fast events occurring during laser irradiation of cutaneous blood vessels, and to compare OCT images to predictions of an optical-thermal model. It was anticipated that OCT would indicate areas of insufficiency in current mathematical models.
Materials and methods

Imaging system
The OCT system is similar to one described previously (Rollins et al 1998) . The system utilizes a semiconductor optical amplifier source (AFC Technologies) with a bandwidth of 68 nm, centred at 1310 nm, and a power output of 22 mW. The free space coherence length of the source was 10.8 µm. Alteration of the reference arm path length alteration is provided by either a resonant scanning-or galvanometer-mounted mirror in a Fourier-domain rapid scanning optical delay line configuration. Images consisting of at least 100 × 100 pixels were acquired at rates ranging from 4 to 30 frames/s (fps) and recorded to SVHS videotape.
Animal model
Cutaneous blood vessels were provided by hamster dorsal skin flap window models. This model has been described previously (Gourgouliatos et al 1991) . Briefly, the skin on the back of the animal is shaved, depilated and scrubbed, then a double thickness is lifted and sutured to a holding fixture. A 1 cm circle is cut from one thickness of skin, revealing the subdermal vessels of the opposing side. A chamber, which contains a glass window to protect the exposed subdermis, is bolted and sutured to the skin. The holding fixture is removed and antibiotic cream applied to retard infection. During surgery and imaging, animals were anesthetized with xylazine and ketamine, 3:4 ratio, 6.6 mg/100 g body weight. All procedures were performed in accordance with a Case Western Reserve University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocol. The model has 20-300 µm diameter arterioles and venules embedded in connective tissue and fat.
Laser irradiation and imaging
For this study, OCT imaging, laser irradiation and video microscopy were performed on the window (subdermal) side of the preparation. Blood vessels were irradiated with an argon ion laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA), all lines, pulse duration 0.1-2 s, spot size 0.1-1.0 mm, power 100-400 mW. The laser was aimed directly at a blood vessel, with the laser beam oriented normal to the tissue surface. The OCT image was taken in the plane perpendicular to the tissue surface. However, the axis of the OCT beam was oriented approximately 10
• off of normal to accommodate the laser beam. OCT images were taken continuously before, during, and after irradiation. Video microscopy images of the irradiated regions were obtained before and 5 min after laser irradiation.
Optical-thermal computational modelling
Tissue photothermal effects were simulated with a three-dimensional, numerical model of arbitrary morphology . While cylindrical vessel geometries were employed, a three-dimensional approach was necessary to accurately represent the interaction of these vessels with a small Gaussian-profile laser beam. The modelling process involved three primary components: material grid generation, light propagation and heat transfer (with thermal damage quantification).
Tissue morphology was reproduced using a material grid comprised of a large number of discrete volume elements (voxels). Each voxel was represented as an element in the 3D tissue matrix by assigning a tissue-type label (dermis or blood) that was then used in the models to define local optical and thermal properties. The material grid was based upon the tissue morphology (number, depth and diameter of blood vessels) seen in the OCT and video microscopy images. For the sake of simplicity, tissue morphology was approximated using cylindrical blood vessels embedded in a rectangular volume of dermis.
The three-dimensional arbitrary-morphology Monte Carlo model used in this study has been described and verified previously (Pfefer et al 1996) . Essentially, this technique uses random number generation and stochastic relationships to simulate the random walk of photons in tissue (Jacques and Wang 1995) . The locations of photon absorption events are recorded Table 2 . Thermal properties of skin components.
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in an energy deposition matrix. Simulation of a large number of photons (500 000 in the present study) leads to convergence of the solution for energy deposition rate, or source term S (W cm −3 ). Tissue optical properties used in the present study-absorption coefficient (µ a ), scattering coefficient (µ s ), scattering anisotropy (g) and index of refraction (n)-are displayed in table 1. Optical properties at 500 nm of human blood and human dermis with 1% blood were assumed for the rat arterioles/venules and skin respectively . The location of photon launch was determined according to a Gaussian function and the experimental laser spot size as measured using the scanning knife-edge technique (Siegman et al 1991) .
The explicit finite difference technique was used to solve the three-dimensional transient form of the Fourier heat conduction equation (Incropera and DeWitt 1996) 
where
) is thermal conductivity. Perfusion effects were ignored. Adiabatic boundary conditions were applied to the five internal tissue boundaries whereas a standard Robin convection condition was used to describe heat flow from superficial surface voxels to air. The thermal properties of tissue used in this study are listed in table 2 (Duck 1990 ).
The Arrhenius rate process equation was used to quantify thermal damage accumulation from the transient temperature distribution:
where C(0) is the concentration of tissue in the native state, A (s −1 ) is the frequency factor or molecular collision rate, E a (J mol −1 ) is the activation energy for a unimolecular chemical process, T is the temperature in kelvin, and R (8.314 J mol −1 K −1 ) is the universal gas constant (Pearce and Thomsen 1995 , Lepock et al 1989 . The threshold for coagulation is commonly selected as = 1.0 (a damage concentration of 63%). The rate process damage coefficients (A, E a ) used in these simulations are displayed in table 3 (Weaver and Stoll 1969, Lepock et al 1989) .
Results
OCT images of the hamster window model showed blood vessels, connective tissue, underlying fat, muscle and dermal layers. Flowing blood was distinguishable from static tissue by a Table 3 . Rate process coefficients. In the present study, haemoglobin data were used for blood regions and bulk skin for dermis. The threshold temperature for coagulation (T th ) is listed for a duration of constant temperature exposure of 100 ms.
Tissue type
Haemoglobin 7.6 × 10 66 455 88 Bulk skin 1.8 × 10 51 327 67 distinctive, randomly modulating speckle pattern in the region of flow. Unfortunately, the still images presented in this paper cannot convey this appearance. Responses to laser irradiation seen in OCT included constriction, dilation and focal disappearance of the blood vessels, and shrinkage and expansion of the surrounding tissue. Two cases were chosen for optical-thermal modelling. Energy deposition (J cm −3 ), end-of-pulse temperature and damage were calculated in both cases. 
Case 1
Figure 1(a) shows a video microscopy image of a hamster skin flap window before laser irradiation. A 120 µm venule at a depth of 300 µm was selected for OCT imaging and irradiation (the cut of the OCT image is marked with a line in figure 1(a) .) OCT images consisted of 100 × 100 pixels and were taken at 6 fps. A baseline OCT image is shown in figure 1(b) . The venule was irradiated by a single laser pulse with the following parameters: 1.0 mm spot size, 1.0 s exposure time, 390 mW power. Optical-thermal modelling was performed to simulate the effects of this irradiation, with a material grid created based upon the tissue morphology seen in the OCT and microscopy images. In the baseline OCT image ( figure 1(b) ), the venule is indicated as a slightly darker region that shadows the tissue below it. Beginning at t = 0.4 s after the beginning of the laser pulse, Figure 5 . OCT image (a) and corresponding damage prediction (b) for case 1 at approximately 1 s after the beginning of the laser pulse (end of the pulse). The surface of the tissue is noticeably risen and a large, dark, non-shadowing area adjacent to the venule has formed. A larger amount of damage to the dermis is predicted. Figure 6 . OCT image (a) and corresponding damage prediction (b) for case 1 at approximately 2 s after the beginning (1 s after the end) of the laser pulse. The surface of the tissue has fallen although the dark area is still present. A small amount of additional damage is predicted to occur after the laser pulse ends.
OCT images show a large dark area developing adjacent to the vessel and a raising of the surface of the tissue. This dark area does not shadow deeper tissue. After the laser pulse ends (at time t = 1.0 s), the surface of the tissue flattens but a small dark area is still seen. Assessment by video microscopy of the blood vessel immediately after irradiation and 24 h later showed that the blood vessel was patent and that the vessel and surrounding tissue appeared normal.
The optical-thermal model predicts an end-of-pulse temperature of 86 • C in the blood vessel and 79
• C in the surrounding dermis. The model predicts that coagulation will occur to the dermis, beginning at approximately 0.4 s after the beginning of the laser pulse. The region of damage expands during the pulse, and continues to increase slightly for another 1.0 s after the end of the laser pulse.
Case 2
In the second case selected for analysis, an arteriole-venule pair was imaged (arteriole 100 µm diameter at 180 µm depth, venule 280 µm diameter at 180 µm depth). OCT images consisted of 100 × 100 pixels and were taken at 8 fps. The video microscopy image in figure 7(a) is marked with a line showing the cut of the OCT image. The baseline OCT image is given in figure 7(b) . In this individual OCT image, the outlines of the arteriole and venule are difficult to discern, although their shadowing effect on the deeper tissue is evident. The venule of this pair was irradiated with a single pulse (laser parameters: 0.125 mm spotsize, 0.2 s exposure time, 317 mW power). As before, the material grid for optical-thermal modelling was determined from the baseline OCT and microscopy images, and the energy deposition ( figure 8(a) ) and end-of-pulse temperature ( figure 8(b) ) were computed.
Three OCT images and corresponding damage predictions are compared below. figures 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) show the arteriole-venule pair at 0.06, 0.2 and 0.4 s respectively During this sequence of OCT images, the venule rapidly constricted and the shadowing under the blood vessels decreased. The characteristic speckle indicative of blood flow in both the arteriole and venule disappeared. OCT and microscopy assessment of the blood vessel immediately after irradiation and 24 h later showed that both the arteriole and venule were irreversibly damaged, and showed coagulation of the overlying connective tissue (video microscopy image taken 5 min after laser irradiation is given in (figure 12).
The narrow-diameter laser beam used in this irradiation case deposited a large amount of energy at the top central surface of the venule, leading to a very high predicted end-of-pulse temperature (807 • C). Much of the light was forward scattered through the venule, leading to energy deposition concentrated around the axis of the irradiation beam. A small percentage of the scattered light was absorbed in the adjacent arteriole.
The damage predictions showed that as early as 0.06 s after the beginning of the laser pulse the tissue overlying the venule was coagulated, as was most of the blood in the venule.
The zone of damaged tissue increased throughout the pulse and for 0.2 s after the end of the pulse, eventually encompassing the arteriole. Modelling predicted that the entire venule and approximately half of the blood in the arteriole would be coagulated.
Discussion
Although the laser parameters used in this study do not correspond to commonly used clinical parameters, they provide insight into laser-tissue interaction, the ability of OCT to image laser events and the advantages and shortfalls of standard optical-thermal modelling approaches. Argon wavelengths are not ideal for treatment of human PWS, owing to excessive epidermal absorption leading to heating and possible scarring. However, argon laser light is highly absorbed in blood, with a penetration depth, 1/(µ a + µ s ), of approximately 85 µm, which is appropriate for the window model blood vessels lying in relatively non-absorbing tissue. A laser pulse duration longer than that used in most cutaneous procedures was selected to allow multiple OCT images within the pulse.
Case 1
The optical thermal modelling for case 1 predicted that the tissue surrounding the blood vessel would be damaged, whereas the blood itself would not. This counterintuitive result comes about primarily because the long pulse duration (1.0 s) allows continuous heat diffusion from the blood. Since the threshold temperature (temperature required for coagulation within 0.1 s) for haemoglobin is higher (88
• C) than it is for skin (67 • C) (Weaver and Stoll 1969, Lepock et al 1989) , the blood is spared.
In OCT images, the blood in the irradiated venule appeared to be flowing normally, in agreement with predictions. However, no change in overlying tissue thickness or brightness, which could indicate damage, was seen. The microscopic appearance of the blood vessel and surrounding tissue postirradiation was also normal. OCT images attest that the laser caused a profound effect on the dermis, however, as shown by the dark, non-shadowing region adjacent to the blood vessel and the raised tissue surface that developed during the laser pulse. A possible explanation is that extravascular fluid vaporized and expanded, causing a vapour pocket but minimal tissue coagulation.
The model used in this study did not include the effects of blood flow or vaporization. Since the laser pulse duration in this case was long (1.0 s) and the spot size moderate (1.0 mm), a red blood cell could have flowed a distance 5-10 times as long as the diameter of the laser beam during the pulse, based on blood flow velocities measured by Gourgouliatos et al (1991) . However, because the time of residence of red blood cells under the laser beam was of the order of the thermal diffusion time of this vessel (0.1 s), the modelling may provide an accurate estimate of temperature rise in the dermis due to heat diffusion. Thermal modelling predicted an end-of-pulse temperature of only 79
• C in the dermis, where OCT images suggest that a vapour bubble formed. Non-ablative vaporization has been noted to take place at temperatures of approximately 70
• C using 10 ms laser pulses (Pfefer et al 2000) . It is also possible that a small absorber such as a residual hair follicle influenced the energy deposition and led to localized higher temperatures.
Case 2
For case 2, an extremely high end-of-pulse temperature is predicted in the venule. The temperature of the blood in the arteriole is not noticeably higher than the surrounding dermis, indicating that most of the temperature rise in the arteriole was due to heat diffusion from the hot venule. Again, since the latent heat of vaporization is not included in this model, and because of blood flow during the laser pulse, the actual blood temperature in the venule was probably much lower. Since no expansion of the venule was seen on the OCT images, a vapour bubble either did not form or expanded and collapsed on a time scale shorter than the OCT frame rate (8 fps). Also thermally induced changes in absorption and scattering may have played a significant role in this process, although the source and behaviour of these effects is unclear. One previous study indicated that dynamic changes in blood absorption occurred as a linear function of temperature, increasing up to a temperature of 100
• C, then decreasing (Verkruysse et al 1998) . Another study indicated that a significant increase in scattering occurred upon thermal denaturation of haemoglobin and/or other blood constituents such as albumin (Pfefer et al 2000) . A third study concluded that an increase in scattering and a change in absorption (decrease at 1064 nm, increase at 633 nm) occurred as a result of thermally induced haemoglobin deoxygenation at a temperature of about 65
• C (Halldorsson 1981) . Additional research is needed to resolve these apparent disagreements and quantify transient changes in absorption and scattering during photocoagulation. While the ability to incorporate dynamic changes in optical properties into photothermal models has been demonstrated (Rastegar et al 1992) , the lack of basic data on these changes precludes our ability to present a highly accurate model of the complex process of vessel photocoagulation occurring during laser irradiation.
The OCT image sequence shows a flattening of the tissue surface, constriction of the arteriole and venule, reduction in shadowing below the blood vessel, a slight increase in brightness of the tissue in the region of the venule and a ceasing of the characteristic speckle indicating flow (the latter effect is not seen in still images). The OCT images show that the blood vessel began to constrict during the laser pulse, thus decreasing its cross-sectional area. The constricting blood vessel will experience more even heating as the diameter approaches the optical penetration depth of argon laser irradiation, as well as an increase in average heating rate, but a decrease in thermal relaxation time. From video microscopy images, a whitish circle of coagulated dermis approximately 0.62 mm in diameter was noted at the irradiation site. This compares favourably with the 0.7 mm diameter zone of dermal damage predicted from thermal modelling. The OCT images did not show an increase in brightness of the tissue surrounding the blood vessels, although it would be expected that coagulation would cause increased backscattering. Further study is needed to determine the sensitivity of OCT to changes in tissue properties due to coagulation and to understand why changes were not seen for this case.
Comparison with previous studies
In a previous study of hamster window model irradiation (Gourgouliatos et al 1991) , the threshold radiant exposure for focal vessel disappearance was found with argon laser irradiation (250 µm spot size, 0.05 s pulse duration). For 110-200 µm venules the threshold was 100 J cm −2 . Although the pulse duration was shorter than in this study, the results are consistent with our findings of no vessel damage at radiant exposures of 49 J cm −2 (case 1) and focal vessel disappearance at 516 J cm −2 (case 2). A study by Trelles et al (1996) investigated vessel coagulation in PWS from argon laser irradiation (500 µm spot size, 0.2 s pulse duration, 1.5 W power or 153 J cm −2 radiant exposure). Their result suggest that for vessels with optical penetration depth and a thermal diffusion length less than the diameter of the vessel, and a transit time of the blood across the irradiation spot less than the pulse duration, the vessel haemodynamics influence destruction of the vessel. They hypothesize that coagulated blood may only partially fill the vessel or be forced to move due to blood flow and expansion of vapour bubbles. The above conditions are true for the case 2 presented in this study. However, perhaps since the hamster window model vessels were more superficial and the applied radiant exposure was several times higher than in this previous study, the blood vessel appeared to be completely destroyed.
Conclusion
This study demonstrated that OCT can be a useful technique for visualizing blood vessel-laser interaction, including effects such as vaporization, coagulation and vessel constriction. The laser parameters used in this study were different from those used clinically in order to ensure that several OCT images were obtained during the irradiation. Faster OCT system frame rates would allow imaging during the millisecond pulses typical of modern pulsed-dye or KTP laser treatment. This study also identified a shortfall of current optical-thermal models, which is that they do not model dynamic changes in tissue and blood vessel morphology. Constriction of the blood vessels, as seen in OCT images for case 2 probably had a profound effect on the energy deposition, heating and destruction of the blood vessel. Basic studies are needed to understand the mechanism of thermally induced changes in blood vessel properties so that more realistic models can be created. It appears as though OCT may be a useful tool in elucidating these mechanisms. However, further study is needed before the utility of OCT can conclusively be determined. Future work will include a quantitative and statistical assessment of predicted and measured (with OCT, video microscopy and histology) tissue alterations and damage zones.
